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ADVERTORIAL

ThRills  
off The ToP
Nothing beats the suspense as you wait for a huge pair of lips to 
engulf your floater, and then the adrenalin rush as your hooked 
quarry charges off into the lake – welcome to surface fishing...

Striking and playing
Timing a strike is an 
important part of floater 
fishing. Strike only when 
you know the fish has taken 
the bait – wait for the 
controller to move.

With a balanced set-up 
including a heavy barbel or 
light carp rod you can bend 

into a hard-fighting carp 
without fear of smashing 
your fine hooklink or 
pulling the hook out.

Playing fish off the clutch 
leads to controlled release  
of line – unlike the 
sometimes jerky motion 
when you backwind. 

Getting carp feeding 
confidently on the top is the 
route to a bite. To get them 
competing for food you will 
have to learn how to feed 
patiently, and not be too hasty 
and heavy-handed.

The Karpult is perfect for 
feeding mixers, which need to 

go in steadily. If the fish are a 
little further out, use either a 
spod or PVA bags of mixers 
that can be fired a long way.

Once the fish are feeding on 
the mixers, pick the right 
weight controller to overcast 
the area, then gently reel back 
into the group of feeding fish.

Feeding and casting

Getting off 
the mark
Rigs are a crucial part of the whole 
game plan that will ultimately lead 
to a fish on the bank. Surface 
fishing, more than any other skill, 
needs a real attention to detail 
because your entire end rig will be 
in view of the carp.

No room here for heavy line, big, 
heavy hooks and clumsy 
controllers. A good reliable 
mainline of between 10lb and 
12lb is a good base, preferably 
one that floats on its own, but don’t 
worry – if not you can always 
grease the line to make it buoyant.

For hooklinks I use fine-diameter 
mono, just like the ones favoured 
by match anglers, and a small, light 
hook like the Genomic Surface 
Carp Hook in size 10 or 8. With this 
type of hooklink you need to pay 
special attention to your knots.

The final thing to consider is 
what type of controller to use, and 
of what size. For casting I like to 
use the Carp Bomb controller in its 
largest size – it flies like a bullet. 
For shorter-range  work or when 
there’s a side wind I use the 
Stabiliser Surface Controller.

Mounting your bait
A side-hooked pre-soaked 
mixer with a largish hook 
has tempted more than its 
fair share of carp, and will 
continue to do so – but 
things have moved on.

If the fish are a bit cagey 
then more thought 
will be needed 
to outwit 
these wary 
specimens. 
A hair rig, 
or using a 
quality bait 

band like the Eazy Band, is 
a more efficient way of 
mounting your bait.

A handy little tip is to 
use a bright float stop 
when mounting your bait 
on a hair rig – this can 

help as a sight bob 
when trying to 

keep an eye on 
your mixer.

Another 
good 
technique is 
to pre-drill a 

handful 
of 
mixers 
or large 
floating 
pellets and 
keep them separate.

This will mean that you 
can hair-rig them quickly 
and easily when you are 
on the bank, and not suffer 
the frustration of the 
mixers splitting when you 
try to mount them with a 
normal baiting needle.

Simple surface rig based around Stabiliser 
Surface Controller and hi-tech hooklink.

To feed mixers 
accurately, 
contain them in a 
PVA mesh bag.

Light rods allow 
you to really 
bend into fish 
with confidence.


